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Abstract: A portion of the freshwater transport through Fram Strait consists of low salinity Pacific-derived Arctic water flowing southward along the east coast of Greenland. The pathways of this water are currently unclear. An Ice Tethered Profiler deployed over the southeastern Wandel Sea shelf (Northeast Greenland) in May 2015 collected a profile every 3 hours for a year recording salinity-temperature-depth (CTD) and Colored Dissolved Organic Matter (CDOM) fluorescence. This was accompanied by velocity observations. The CTD data revealed that the sub-surface water (~15-85 m depth) characterised by high CDOM resembles the “cold Halostad” in the Canada Basin formed by the injection of Pacific water. We suggest that the coastal branch of the Pacific water outflow from the Arctic Ocean supplies the Wandel Sea halostad. The halostad has a clear seasonal pattern. From July to October-November, it is shallow, more saline, warmer, and with less CDOM. From November to April, the halostad deepens, cools, freshens and CDOM increases, likely indicating a higher fraction of the Pacific winter water. The CTD survey, wind and current data, and numerical simulations show that the seasonal variation of wind over the continental slope likely controls seasonal changes of the intermediate water layer. Over northeast Greenland, winter winds have a northerly component from November to April, favouring Ekman transport of the Pacific-derived water to the Wandel Sea shelf. In contrast, the prevailing southerly summer winds result in retreat of the Pacific-derived water off the shelf. The landfast ice off-slope extension modifies wind-forcing disrupting seasonal patterns.

• The Pacific-derived Arctic water modifies structure of the Wandel Sea halocline;
• During winter, northerly winds force the on-shelf Ekman transport of Pacific water (PW);
• During summer, southerly winds favour coastal upwelling forcing PW off-shelf.

1. Introduction

Low salinity water from the Pacific significantly contributes to the Arctic Ocean freshwater budget [Serreze et al., 2006], which is also changing as a result of ongoing climate change [Holland et al., 2007; Rodell et al., 2018]. Pacific water (PW) enters the Arctic Ocean through Bering Strait and spreads over the Arctic Ocean following two major pathways, a Transpolar branch crossing the Arctic Ocean to Fram Strait and an Alaskan branch along the Beaufort Sea continental slope.
through the Canadian Archipelago to Baffin Bay – Figure 1 [e.g., Hu and Myers, 2013; Watanabe, 2013; Aksenov et al., 2016]. This has been confirmed by the PW tracers detected in western Fram Strait, along northeast Greenland and in Baffin Bay [e.g., Jones et al., 1998, 2003; Falck 2001; Amon et al., 2003; Dodd et al., 2009, 2012, Alkire et al., 2010]. The Pacific-derived Arctic water comprises up to 20% of the freshwater inventory in the upper 300 m in western Fram Strait [Dodd et al., 2012] and dominates the freshwater inventory over the top 150 meters in western Davis Strait [Alkire et al., 2010].

Climate change in the Arctic is manifested in the increasing freshwater content over the last several decades [Prowse et al., 2015]. Recent increases in Arctic freshwater flux are primarily attributed to precipitation, river runoff and sea-ice melt [Rabe et al., 2011, Haine et al., 2015]. Over the coastal domains of eastern Greenland and in Baffin Bay, there are additional contributions from glacial melt [Bamber et al., 2018; Castro de la Guardia et al., 2015; Bendtsen et al., 2017] superimposed on Arctic freshwater flux including a variable PW fraction. Over the northwest Greenland shelf and coastal domains, the glacier meltwater fraction can also be significant [Stedmon et al., 2015; Bendtsen et al., 2017]. The PW outflow complicates the direct estimates of the glacier meltwater fraction. The general contribution of the Pacific-derived Arctic water to the freshwater inventory remains poorly understood, partly due to seasonal and interannual variability of the PW inflow and outflow to/from the Arctic Ocean [e.g., Woodgate et al., 2005, 2012; Falck et al., 2005; Dodd et al., 2012; de Steur et al., 2013], but also because of the different pathways of PW in the Arctic Ocean [Hu and Myers, 2013; Aksenov et al., 2016]. The coastal branch of the PW outflow through western Fram Strait is poorly resolved due to insufficient data coverage [e.g., Falck 2001; Dmitrenko et al., 2017], however, numerical simulations indicate its presence [Hu and Myers, 2013, Aksenov et al., 2016] and PW is clearly observed downstream along the southeast
coast of Greenland [e.g., Bacon et al., 2002; Jones et al., 2003; Sutherland and Pickart, 2008; Sutherland et al. 2009].

In the Canada Basin, the relatively fresh PW impacts the halocline structure, producing a double halocline layer with a low stratified “cold Halostad” formed by insertion of the cold winter PW that overlies Lower Halocline Water originating from the Eurasian Basin [McLaughlin et al., 2004; Shimada et al., 2005]. The Arctic halocline water is also characterised by a high content of colored dissolved organic matter (CDOM), which can be traced using fluorometers [Guay et al., 1999]. CDOM in halocline waters from Eurasian and Canada Basins differ in that. While the Eurasian halocline has a high content of terrestrial organic matter from Siberian rivers, the Canada Basin halocline CDOM primarily originates from autochthonous production over the productive Chukchi shelf region [Stedmon et al., 2011]. The low-salinity surface polar water including low-salinity water of Pacific origin and halocline water leaving the Arctic Ocean through Fram Strait partly passes over the shelf area of the Wandel Sea. Following Dmitenko et al. [2017], we use the physical and chemical characteristics mentioned above to detect and trace the Pacific-derived water fraction of the Arctic Ocean outflow on the Northeast Greenland shelf (Figure 2).

The landfast ice-tethered mooring was deployed for one year from 15 May 2015 to 6 April 2016 over the southeast Wandel Sea outer shelf (Figure 2b). Mooring deployment was complemented by the conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD) survey occupied in April-May and August 2015, and April 2016 over the southeast Wandel Sea shelf from the landfast ice during spring and in open water during summer (Figures 3-5). This project was conducted under the framework of the Arctic Science Partnership (ASP) as part of the first scientific expedition based at the new Villum Research Station located at the Danish military outpost Station Nord. Our objectives here are to explore this data set along with results of PW passive tracers from a high resolution numerical simulation to assess spatial and temporal variability of the Pacific-derived
halostad. We hypothesise that variability is driven by lateral displacement of the PW bearing coastal jet, which is suggested to flow along the shelfbreak of northeast Greenland (Figure 2b). Here we focus on the halostad observed in the 15-85 m depth range, and more specifically on its cooler part at 55-85 m depth, which shows most significant seasonal and spatial variability.

The Wandel Sea represents a glacial inlet comprised by several fjords open to the northeast Greenland continental slope (Figure 2). It is covered by landfast sea ice all year around, and only the interior of fjords becomes ice free during August-September (Figure 2b). Note that in August 2016 the multiyear landfast ice bridge over the Wandel Sea outer shelf became unstable, and a sizeable portion to the east of Prinsesse Margreth Island collapsed in August 2017. The ice edge to the east roughly delineates the Wandel Sea continental shelf break, which is where a coastal polynya opens in response to southerly winds. The Wandel Sea shelf bottom topography is poorly known. The most comprehensive bathymetry data set compiled by Nørgaard-Pedersen et al. [2016] revealed a glacier trough in front of the northern outlet of the Flade Isblink Ice Cap, an isolated ice cap with a surface area of 5 000 km² and maximum thickness of 600 m [e.g., Palmer et al., 2010; Rinne et al., 2011]. The glacial trough is open to the continental slope with depth varying from ~130 m at the tidewater glacier terminus to about 180 m depth at mooring location (Figure 3). This allows the Atlantic-derived Arctic water to flow into the Wandel Sea shelf at depths greater than 140 m [Dmitrenko et al., 2017; Limoges et al., 2018]. The glacier trough is flanked on both sides by numerous icebergs (Figure 3b) that are grounded on the marginal lateral moraine reducing lateral exchange with ambient water from the continental slope for depths exceeding ~80 m (Figures 3a and 4). The glacier trough area is separated laterally from the mid-shelf by ~20-30 m deep shoals preventing the halostad to extend over the entire Wandel Sea shelf (Figure 3a).
Prior to the field programs in 2015-2016, there were no oceanographic data collected over the Wandel Sea shelf. In contrast, the more easily accessible downstream Northeast Water Polynya (NEW) area (Figure 2b) was well explored during the polynya-focused international programs in 1992-1993 [e.g., Bignami and Hopkins, 1997; Budéus et al., 1997]. Using this data set, Falck [2001] was first to suggest a Pacific origin for the NEW on-shelf halostad. Following Falck [2001] and using recent CTD observations, Dmitrenko et al. [2017] suggested that the coastal branch of the Pacific-derived Arctic water flowing along the upper Wandel Sea continental slope was the source of the cold halostad in the Wandel Sea (Figure 2b). Using a 3-week time series from the landfast ice-tethered mooring deployed at the front of the northern outlet of the Flade Isblink Ice Cap in April 2015 (Figure 3), Kirillov et al. [2017] reported on storm induced downwelling with on-shore water transport in the surface (0-40 m) layer and compensating offshore flow at intermediate depths. For the Wandel Sea region adjacent to the tidewater glacier terminus, both Dmitrenko et al. [2017] and Kirillov et al. [2017] reported on water properties modified by the ocean-glacier interactions for depths exceeding 90-100 m. During summer (August 2015), the glacier marine melt also affects the surface fresh water flux [Bendtsen et al., 2017].

2. Data and methods

The landfast ice-tethered oceanographic mooring was deployed over the southeast Wandel Sea outer shelf at 81.768°N, 16.502°W from 15 May 2015 to 6 April 2016. The mooring was located ~15 km from Station Nord, ~18-20 km from the landfast ice edge, and ~14 km from the tidewater glacier terminus at 178 m depth at the glacial trough open to the continental slope (Figures 2b and 3). Deployment was conducted through 2.6 m thick multiyear landfast ice at a refrozen melt pond. The mooring setup consisted of two Workhorse 300 kHz ADCPs placed at 3.3 m (down-looking)
and at 174 m (up-looking), two SBE-37 CT sensors by Sea Bird Electronics placed at 3.5 and 166 m, and an Ice Tethered Profiler (ITP) by McLane Research Laboratory preprogramed to cast every 3 hours in the depth range from 4.4 to ~150 m. The ITP was equipped with a CTD sensor 41CP by Sea-Bird Electronics and Wetlabs ECO sensor for measuring backscatter intensity, chlorophyll fluorescence and colored dissolved organic matter (CDOM) fluorescence for EX/EM = 370/460 nm. CTD and optical data were recorded approximately every 0.3 m and 1.5 m, respectively. According to manufacturer specifications, the CTD sensor 41CP accuracy is ± 0.002°C, ± 0.002 salinity units and ± 2 dbar with a typical stability of 0.0002°C, 0.001 and 0.8 dbar per year, respectively. The CDOM fluorometer was calibrated to quinine sulfate and had a sensitivity of 0.28 parts per billion (ppb). The SBE-37s data were used only for verifying the ITP CTD data. The high-quality ITP CTD record is confirmed by observed agreement between the upper-/lowermost ITP measurements at 4.4/150 m depth and the upper and lower SBE-37s at 3.5/160 m depth, respectively. All sensors were calibrated by manufacturers prior to the expedition.

The velocity data were obtained at 2 m depth intervals, with a 30 min ensemble time interval and 30 pings per ensemble. For the downward-looking ADCP the first measured bin was located at 8 m depth (i.e., about 5 m below the ice), and ADCP measured the water layer down to 60-80 m depth. This ADCP stopped working on 26 December 2015, and there was a data gap from 7 July to 7 August 2015 when the ADCP transducer was blocked by a platelet ice layer (for more details see Kirillov et al., 2017). For the upward-looking ADCP the first bin was at 170 m depth, and the ADCP sampled the water column up to 90-110 m depth. The RDI ADCPs precision and resolution are ±0.5% and ±0.1 cm s⁻¹, respectively. The compass accuracy was estimated to ±8° due to the small horizontal component of the Earth's magnetic field in the Wandel Sea (for more details see Kirillov et al., 2018). The measured current direction was corrected for the local magnetic deviation (~18°W).
Mooring data were complemented by synoptic CTD surveys in April-May and August 2015 and April 2016. Between 17 April and 15 May 2015, 86 CTD profiles were collected from the landfast sea ice (1.0 to 3.5 m thick) on the Wandel Sea shelf (Dmitrenko et al., 2017 and Figure 3a). For this study we used only 16 profiles (i) taken east of the 17°30'W, (ii) exceeding 60 m depth and (iii) located well away from the tidewater glacier terminus (Figures 3a and 4a-4c).

During 10-21 August 2015, 115 CTD casts were occupied over the ice-free area using inflatable boats [Bendtsen et al., 2017]. We use stations #155 and 159 taken on 21 August along the shore side of the landfast ice edge (Figures 4a, 5d and 5e). These two stations were taken over the southwestern rim of the glacier trough with depth exceeding 60 m, and close (~8-10 km) of the mooring position. During 4-13 April 2016, 31 CTD profiles were taken from the landfast ice primarily along the oceanographic section following the glacier trough and adjacent to the tidewater glacier terminus. Here we use 8 profiles from the glacier trough and 3 profiles taken at the semi-isolated glacier bay of ~2 km in diameter surrounded by the tidewater glacier terminus (Figures 4b, 5f and 5g). The glacier profiles were selected to assess how ocean-glacier interactions influence the Pacific-derived halostad. The CTD observations were carried out with a SBE-19plus CTD that was calibrated by the manufacturer prior to the expedition, and was accurate to ±0.005°C and ±0.0005 S/m.

Ice conditions over the Wandel Sea shelf, the adjoining fjords and the Greenland Sea continental slope were monitored by MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer – Figure 2b) and Sentinel-1 C-band SAR (C-Band Synthetic Aperture Radar) satellite imagery, acquired daily by the Danish Meteorological Institute (http://ocean.dmi.dk/arctic/nord.uk.php). In general, open water area, newly formed sea-ice, ice ridges, multiyear and first-year landfast sea ice, refrozen leads, large icebergs and glacier terminations are distinguishable in SAR imagery. Sea ice thickness was measured manually at each CTD station with an ice thickness tape. The 10-
m wind was obtained from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) – [Kalnay et al., 1996]. The horizontal resolution of the NCEP-derived wind is 2.5° latitude, and we used time series of 10-m wind over the Wandel Sea continental slope at 82°N, 15°W. For the storm event in 22-24 April 2015, Kirillov et al. [2017] reported on a relatively good agreement between the winds derived from NCEP and from the Station Nord weather station.

The passive tracer analysis was carried out in a simulation of the Nucleus for European Modeling of the Ocean (NEMO) version 3.4 [Madec and the NEMO team, 2008]. The Arctic and the Northern Hemisphere Atlantic configuration, run at 1/12 degree was used. The horizontal resolution over the western Arctic is ~4-5 km. The sea ice module used here is the Louvain la-Neuve Ice Model Version 2 with an elastic-viscous-plastic rheology [Hunke and Dukowicz, 1997], including both thermodynamic and dynamic components [Fichefet and Maqueda, 1997]. The model domain covers the Arctic and the Northern Hemisphere Atlantic with two open boundaries, one close to Bering Strait in the Pacific Ocean and the other one at 20°S across the Atlantic Ocean. Open boundary conditions (temperature, salinity and horizontal ocean velocities) are derived from the monthly Global Ocean Reanalysis and Simulations produced by Mercator Ocean [Masina et al., 2017]. The simulation was integrated from January 1st 2002 to December 31 2016, driven with high temporal (hourly) and spatial resolution (33 km) atmospheric forcing data provided by Canadian Meteorological Centre Global Deterministic Prediction System ReForecasts dataset [Smith et al., 2014]. There is no salinity restoring. Further details, as well as model evaluation, can be found in Hu et al. [2018] and Courtois et al. [2017]. The passive tracer is introduced into the model at the Bering Strait, starting from the beginning of the model experiment on January 1, 2002. The amount of tracer input is proportional to the flux in each grid cell at the Bering Strait. Thus the tracer flux replicated the seasonal and inter-annual variability of the Bering Strait inflow.
For the Wandel Sea continental slope and outer shelf fields are presented as depth integrated through the 20-85 m depth layer roughly associated with Pacific-derived halostad.

3. Results

3.1. CTD survey in April-May 2015

The water mass description for the southeast Wandel Sea shelf made by Dmitrenko et al. [2017] based on CTD profiles occupied in April-May 2015 assigned a halostad layer from about 15 m to 65 m depth to Pacific-derived water. This interpretation is based on similarities between the Wandel Sea halostad and the cold halostad of Pacific origin identified in the Canada Basin by Shimada et al. [2005]. The halostad layer in the Wandel Sea is characterised by weak vertical salinity difference (salinity 30 to 31.2-31.5) and water near the freezing point (Dmitrenko et al., 2017; in Figure 5 the halostad is highlighted with blue shading). At the top, the subsurface halocline layer with a strong vertical salinity gradient (salinity 1 m⁻¹) separates the halostad from the relatively fresh (salinity of 16–21, not shown) surface layer of local origin comprised of summer snow and sea-ice meltwater [Kirillov et al., 2018] and freshwater from the glacial runoff [Bendtsen et al., 2017]. At the bottom, the halostad is limited by the Atlantic-derived thermocline and halocline with salinity centered between 32.5 and 33 and temperatures steadily increasing with depth up to >0°C in the Atlantic layer at depths exceeding 140 m [Dmitrenko et al., 2017]. In Figure 5 the Atlantic-derived halocline is highlighted with pink shading.

A more detailed view on the Wandel Sea halostad in April-May 2015 reveals that over the southeast shelf area covered with CTD data and limited to about 25 x 25 km (Figure 3), the halostad shows significant spatial variability with depths of its lower boundary varying from 55 m to 77 m (overlapping between blue and pink shading in Figures 5a and 5b). In fact, the halostad shows two
different modes that results in a splitting of the Atlantic-derived halocline for both temperature and salinity profiles through the 50-100 m depth range (Figures 5a and 5c). On average, the deep mode of the halostad is ~12-15 m deeper than the shallow mode (blue and red profiles in Figure 5a and 5b, respectively). The depths of the halocline change accordingly (Figures 5a and 5b). At the base of the deep halostad mode from 65 m to 77 m depth, water is cooler by ~0.15°C (Figure 5a) and fresher by ~0.7 (Figure 5c) than the shallow mode.

The spatial analysis assesses the main patterns of the deep and shallow halostad and relates them to their geographical location on the southeast Wandel Sea shelf area covered with CTD data. A deep halostad with a base comprised by cooler and fresher water occupies the deeper glacier trough and extends over its eastern flank open to the Wandel Sea continental slope (blue dots in Figure 3). The minimal water temperature -1.73°C at the base of the halostad at 70 m depth was observed at station 65, i.e. the station closest to the Wandel Sea continental slope (Figures 3 and 5a). In contrast, a shallow halostad is recorded in the middle of the glacial trough and its flanks (red dots in Figure 3). Note that CTDs occupied at proximity to the tidewater glacier terminus were excluded from this analysis (Figure 3) due to the ocean-glacier modifications imposed at the base of the halostad [Dmitrenko et al., 2017]. However, we will address this point below in section 3.3 discussing CTD data from April 2016. All other stations involved in our analysis represent the transition from a deep to shallow halostad. They occupy the western flank of the glacier trough open to the Wandel Sea mid-shelf area (green dots in Figure 3 and green lines in Figures 5a-5c).

Overall, over a rather limited area in the southeast Wandel Sea shelf, we detect two different halostad modes clearly showing spatial regularities. In the following we refer to a deep (cooler and fresher) mode as the “winter” mode, and a shallow (warmer and saltier) mode as the “summer” mode. This attribution is primarily based on the thermohaline properties at the base of
the halostad showing spatial regularities over the southeast Wandel Sea shelf. In the following, however, we will link these spatial features to seasonal variability.

3.2. CTD survey in August 2015

Two CTD casts used for this study were taken on 20-21 August 2015 from the open water near the interior landfast ice edge over the western flank of the glacier trough (Figure 4a). In terms of the halostad, these CTD casts closely resemble the summer mode of April-May 2015 (Figures 5a-5e). The base of the halostad at ~40 m depth (~10-15 m shallower comparing to April-May) shows a minimum temperature of -1.66°C at a salinity of 31.3, and this is ~0.02°C warmer and 0.25 saltier comparing to April-May. At its upper boundary (15 m depth), the August halostad was found to be ~0.3°C warmer and 0.25 saltier, i.e. the same salinity anomaly as observed at the lower boundary. Thus, seasonal freshening expected through the upper water layer due to fresh water flux from snow, sea-ice and glacier melt was not observed. The most significant changes, however, occurred over the central part of the glacier trough (dashed lines in Figures 5d and 5e). Based on moored CTD data, the halostad has been shallowed from 68 m to ~50 m depth. The associated changes in temperature and salinity at 50 m depth are recorded to ~0.02°C and 0.3, respectively, showing similar tendencies as over the western flank of the glacier trough. At 15 m depth, the glacier trough halostad was warmer and saltier by ~0.13°C and 1.0, respectively, relative to April-May.

Overall, the general assessment of the halostad variability from April-May to August is that the summer mode expanded from the mid-trough to the western flank and mooring position substituting the transitional and winter mode. However, the increase in salinity through the upper halostad at the mooring location (~1) is unlikely to be explained by alternating from winter to
summer mode. For April-May 2015 at 15 m depth the summer mode salinity exceeds salinity at mooring position only by ~0.3.

### 3.3. CTD survey in April 2016

CTD profiles taken in 4-8 April 2016 along the glacier trough show only the winter mode of the halostad (Figures 4b, 5f and 5g). In April 2016, no CTD stations were taken over the western flank of the glacier trough, and the summer mode was likely therefore not sampled. The halostad was recorded ~7 m shallower, 0.4°C cooler and 0.8 saltier comparing to April-May 2015. Thus, if the seasonal cycle occurs through the Pacific-derived halostad, then it is not closed due to salt influx observed from 2015 to 2016. This tendency is also evident from CTD profiles carried out in August 2015 (Figures 5d and 5e). As of April-May 2015, the minimal temperature (-1.73°C) was recorded at the base of the halostad at ~60 m depth (Figure 5f).

CTD profiles occupied in April 2016 at the semi-isolated glacier bay surrounded by the tidewater glacier terminus (purple dots in Figure 4b) show the potential of the tidewater outlet glacier for modifying water properties through the Atlantic-derived halocline. These three CTD profiles, grouped into the halostad glacier mode, show exceptionally low water temperatures down to -1.79°C through 63-85 m depth (purple lines in Figure 5f). As a result, the upper 20-m portion of the halocline does not show a temperature increase with depth, as typical for profiles comprising summer and winter modes of the halostad (Figures 5a-5e).

Based only on temperature profiles, one may suggest that the purple profiles in Figure 5f represent the winter halostad deepened down to ~85 m. However, the corresponding salinity profiles through this depth range are not modified accordingly and look similar to those taken over the glacier trough ~5-10 km from the tidewater glacier terminus (Figure 5g). Thus, the relative
cold temperatures can only be explained only if the upper portion of the halocline was thermally
modified without freshening involved, i.e. cooled by glacier ice.

Water cools when it comes in contact with glacier ice that is colder than the in situ freezing
point of sea-water. So, the glacier-ocean interaction does not necessarily involve freshening, if sea-
water temperature is below the in situ freezing point of the glacier ice. The glacier mode profiles
in Figure 5f represent an example of the glacier-ocean thermal interaction without significant
glacier melt contribution. Note, however, that all CTD profiles taken in 2015-2017 from the
landfast ice at the vicinity of the tidewater glacier terminus, show cooler and fresher water below
100 m depth compared to ambient profiles taken well away from the glacier terminus (not shown).
Moreover, the mooring optical data of CDOM fluorescence presented below (section 3.4.2) allows
to differentiate the Pacific-derived halostad from the glacier-modified halocline.

3.4. Mooring data from May 2015 to April 2016

3.4.1. ADCP Velocity data

For this research we use velocity data from 8, 50 and 160 m depth. The velocity time series at 8 m
is from the uppermost down-looking ADCP bin and indicates the under-ice water dynamics. The
50 m depth velocities are intended to describe the halostad water dynamics and derived from the
deepest bin of the ice-tethered downward-looking ADCP. During winter the profiling range was
significantly reduced due to insufficient scattering in the water column, and the base of the halostad
at ~50 to 75 m depth is unresolved with velocity data. ADCP data at 160 m, well below the depth
of the 0° isotherm separating the Atlantic Water layer from the from the upper layers (~140 m
depth, Dmitrenko et al., 2017), describes the Atlantic water layer dynamics.

Figure 6 shows a progressive vector diagram based on the 24-h mean ADCP velocity time
series for each selected depth. From the mooring deployment on 16 May 2015 (Julian day JD136)
to 5 August (JD217), the sub-ice water layer shows insignificant water transport (Figure 6a) with a mean speed of 0.3±1.4 cm s⁻¹ to the east (90°). Following JD217 and until 16 October (JD289), a northeast flow aligned to ~70° was observed with a mean velocity 4.0±3.1 cm s⁻¹. During this time the hypothetical water parcel can be transported by ~25 km from the source region located over the western flank of the glacier trough. Based on the satellite imagery, the one-year old landfast ice was rapidly retreating from this area since 16 August 2015 (not shown), and on 19 August the region was already ice free (Figure 4a). The northeastward shelf outflow was interrupted from 21 August to 7 September (JD233-250) and modified during events I (25 September – 3 October, JD268-276) and II (7-16 October, JD280-289) – Figure 6a. After 20 November (JD324), the northeast water transport was restored and dominated until the end of ADCP record (24 December 2015, JD358).

In contrast to the sub-ice water layer, the halostad at 50 m depth shows an on-shelf flow aligned to 237° at 3.7±2.8 cm s⁻¹ from the day of deployment to 15 June (JD136-JD166) – Figure 6b. During this inflow event, the hypothetical water parcel can be potentially transported by ~100 km from the area located over the Wandel Sea continental slope crossing the Wandel Sea outer shelf to the mooring location (note that the mooring was deployed ~20 km from the Wandel Sea shelfbreak). Afterwards, the down-looking ADCP transducer was blocked by the platelet ice layer until 2 August (JD214), and no significant dynamics was recorded to 7 September (JD250) – Figure 6b. Since that time, a consistent shelf outflow of ~2.0±1.8 cm s⁻¹ aligned to 68° was recorded almost until the end of the record. In fact, this flow was exactly in opposite direction to the shelf inflow observed for JD136-166 (Figure 6b). This outflow, however, was reversed for 1-17 November (JD305-321) and modified during events I and II, similarly to the 8 m depth level (Figures 6a and 6b). However, the direction was more aligned to the south during the initial phase of disturbance that seems to be in accordance with the Ekman spiral responding to wind forcing.
For the Atlantic water layer at 160 m depth, the period after deployment to 17 July (JD198) is characterised by weak water dynamics without sustainable water transport, similar to the sub-ice water layer. Afterwards, an on-shelf inflow aligned to 138° at 0.8±0.6 cm s⁻¹ was observed until 11 September (JD254) – Figure 6c. This flow direction corresponds to the orientation of the glacier trough open to the Wandel Sea continental slope in ~55 km to the northeast from mooring position (Figures 2b and 3a). From JD198 to JD254, the hypothetical water parcel can be transported along the glacier trough by ~40 km (Figure 6c), and on the mid of September 2015 the water sampled by the mooring can originate from the Wandel Sea continental slope. The along-trough water inflow was interrupted from 12 September to 15 October (JD255-288), particularly by events I and II, but then continued to 164° with a speed of 0.6±0.4 cm s⁻¹ to 28 October (JD301). Afterwards, until mooring recovery on 6 April 2016 (JD462), no sustainable water flow was recorded (Figure 6c).

3.4.2. ITP CTD and CDOM data

Figures 7b, 7c and 7d show the year-long measurements of temperature, salinity and CDOM fluorescence, respectively, from the landfast ice-tethered ITP profiler. Before going into details, we point out that the entire ITP record shows the halostad enriched with CDOM, as was reported by Dmitrenko et al. [2017] for the short-term mooring deployed at the front of tidewater glacier terminus in April 2015. The CDOM temporal variability reflects the structure of the halostad and underlying halocline from ~15 to 90 m depth (Figure 7). The sub-surface melt water layer with salinity <25 and Atlantic water layer with salinity > 34.5 below 130-140 m depth have a lesser CDOM content (<80 ppb).

Based on tendencies of CTD and CDOM fluorescence, we conventionally subdivided the entire mooring record to the (i) relatively stable period to the end of June (~JD180), (ii) transition
period from the end of June to the end of October (~JD300), (iii) relaxation period from the end of October to February (~JD420), and again (iv) the relatively stable period from the end of February to the end of record in April 2016 – Figure 7 bottom. Below we focus on each period, also putting them in a context of water dynamics (Figures 6 and 7a) and the regional CTD surveys carried out in April-May and August 2015, and April 2016 (Figure 5).

During the stable period in May-June 2015, no significant variability was observed, while the boundary between the halostad and halocline was slightly shallowed by ~8 m (Figures 7b and 7c). It was accompanied by reduction of CDOM fluorescence at the low and upper boundaries of the halostad from ~107-108 to 105 ppb, and through the halocline from 107 to 90 ppb (Figure 7d). The under-ice water layer at 5-10 m depth and Atlantic water layer below 140 m depth remain relatively stable (Figures 7b-7d). Note that during this period the on-shelf inflow was observed in the halostad (Figure 7a).

The transition period is characterized by the northeastward shelf outflow for the sub-ice (8 m depth) and halostad (50 m depth) layers and inflow for the Atlantic water (160 m) along the glacier trough (Figures 6 and 7a). This was accompanied by significant modifications through the entire water column (Figures 7b-7d). The under-ice 10-m thick water layer shows warming (up to ~2.5°C) and freshening (down to 17-20) attributed first to a drainage of snow meltwater through the landfast ice (JD196-216) and then to a pulse of warm meltwater advected from the ice-free area generated over the western flank of the glacier trough to southwest of mooring location (JD226-247, Figures 4) - Kirillov et al. [2018]. This is confirmed by the velocity time series at 8 m depth showing consistent northeastward flow starting JD218 (Figures 6a and 7a). For the deeper layer below 10 m depth, the halostad, halocline and underlying Atlantic water layer were elevated up to 20 m as follows. The temperature and salinity time series show gradual shallowing of the halostad lower boundary from ~65-70 m depth in May-June 2015 to ~35-40 m depth to the mid-
September (Figures 6b and 6c). During this time, at 65 m depth salinity increased from ~31.50 to 33.15 (Figure 7c) accompanied by warming from ~-1.7°C to -1.45°C (Figure 7b). At 35 m depth salinity increased from 30.8 to 31.6 while remaining at almost constant temperature. At the top of the halostad (~15 m depth) salinity increased from 30 to 30.8 and temperature raised by ~0.2°C. The shallowing of the halostad was accompanied by a corresponding shallowing of the Atlantic water layer traced by the 0°C isotherm. From the end of June to mid-September, the 0°C isotherm shallowed from 145-150 m to 125-130 m (Figure 7b), and the isohaline 34.5 was correspondingly uplifted by ~20 m (Figure 7c).

During the transition period, the CDOM concentration was significantly lowered through the entire water layer sampled by the ITP (Figure 7d). Through the halostad and underlying halocline, CDOM was reduced from ~105-107 to 95-100 ppb and from 105 to 85-90 ppb, respectively. The CDOM reduction in the sub-ice water layer was similar to halocline. In the Atlantic Water layer, CDOM was lowered from ~80-85 to 70-75 ppb.

As of synoptic variability at ~8-10-day time-scale, events I and II identified at the end of the transition period, based on velocity data (red-dashed rectangular in Figure 7), represent the most significant disturbances of the CTD and CDOM general tendencies. Both events show similar CTD and CDOM structure: saltier, cooler and less CDOM water at the upper halostad from the beginning of the events followed by fresher, cooler and high CDOM water at the low halostad. We also note that for the halostad the mooring time series for the transition period are consistent with modification of CTD profiles from April-May to the end of August based on the areal CTD survey (Figures 5a-5e). Both the CTD casts and ITP data shows salinification throughout the entire halostad layer, while a freshening tendency from winter to summer can be expected due to snow, ice and glacier melt as observed for the sub-ice water layer where salinity decreased from >25 in May-June to 17-20 in August-October (Figures 7b and 7c).
The relaxation period is characterized by a gradual return to the initial CTD conditions of May-June 2015 (Figures 7b and 7c) after termination of the Atlantic water on-shelf flow at the end of October 2015 (Figures 6c and 7a). The under-ice water layer cools down to ~1°C at salinity ~25. The lower boundary of the halostad and the halocline water layer were deepened to about the same depth as of May-June 2015. This tendency is obvious since JD370 when the low part of halostad at 70 m depth started to cool down to -1.75°C and freshened by ~1. At this time, CDOM showed a gradual reduction through the upper halostad, and only the low halostad maintained the CDOM values typical for the end of transition period.

The stable period in February-April 2016 is different from that in May-June 2015 by higher salinity (by ~0.5) and lower CDOM (by ~7 ppb). For example, during the first ten days of March 2016 at 60 m depth, the lower halocline was saltier by ~0.4, but almost at the same temperature (~1.7°C) as in May 2015. This result is consistent with CTD profiles taken along the glacier trough in April 2016. Overall, from May 2015 to April 2016 the halostad became saltier, but less in CDOM that suggests a relationship between salinity and CDOM through the halostad depth range.

The TS scatterplots of the temperature, salinity and CDOM time series from ITP shows seasonal evolution of the CDOM maxima in the TS space (Figure 8). From the stable to transitional period, the CDOM maxima became saltier (by ~1) and denser (by ~0.5 kg m⁻³) – Figures 8a and 8b. During the relaxation period, a gradual return to the initial thermohaline conditions of the CDOM maxima is observed (Figures 8c and 8d), but the CDOM values are reduced by ~10 ppb (Figures 7 and 8).

Overall, the results derived from the ITP data for depths exceeding 15 m are consistent with a seasonal cycle observed through the halostad and underlying Atlantic water layer over the southeastern Wandel Sea shelf. From May to October, the lower boundary of the halostad is
shallower, and the halostad is warmer, saltier and has a lower CDOM concentration. We refer to this pattern as the halostad summer mode. We also recorded that the halostad was consistent with the summer mode in April-May 2015 over the western flank of the glacier trough. During “summer”, the Atlantic water layer is elevated, warmer and saltier. In contrast, from January to May, the low boundary of halostad is deepened, and the halostad is cooler, fresher, and the CDOM is enriched. We refer to this modification as the halostad winter mode. The halostad consistent with winter mode was revealed in April-May 2015 and April 2016 over the glacier trough at a distance of the tidewater glacier terminus. During “winter”, the Atlantic water layer is deeper, cooler and less saline. In general, the summer mode is associated with on-shelf inflow of the Atlantic water, and outflow of the overlaying halostad water. In contrast, the winter mode is related to the on-shelf inflow of the halostad water.

4. Discussion

4.1. Assessment of the seasonal cycle based on areal data and mooring observations

We suggest that the seasonality in water column properties in the southeast Wandel Sea below the under-ice meltwater layer is generated by the lateral displacement of the coastal branch of the PW outflow from the Arctic Ocean to the western Fram Strait driven by the annual cycle in wind forcing observed over the Wandel Sea continental slope. Seasonality of the solar radiation has little influence on the intermediate water layer, which is isolated year-round from the surface by the sub-surface halocline with exceptionally strong salinity (density) stratification [Bendtsen et al., 2017; Dmitrenko et al., 2017; Kirillov et al., 2018]. Further indication of its isolation from the surface water is that during summer the water layer below 15 m depth exhibits salinification, while freshening is expected due to snow, sea-ice and glacier melt. This is most likely due to advection
of the seasonal signal from upstream with the Pacific-derived Arctic water flow along the Greenland coast.

Following Dmitrenko et al. [2017], we attribute the Wandel Sea halostad layer to the Pacific-derived Arctic water. For 2008-2009 over the upstream Lincoln Sea area (Figure 1), de Steur et al. [2013] reported on PW at 32.5-33.5 salinity as cold as -1.65°C. In the Canada Basin, the cold halocline with temperatures down to -1.5°C at salinities of ~32-33, originating from the Chukchi Sea shelf [Timmermans et al., 2017], is likely comprised by the Pacific winter water. Over the western (Alaskan) Beaufort Sea, water with the salinity 31 < S < 33 is generally assigned to PW [von Appen and Pickart, 2012]. This definition is also applicable for the eastern (Canadian) Beaufort Sea [Dmitrenko et al., 2017]. The haline properties of the Wandel Sea halostad are generally in line with these definitions (Figure 8). They are also consistent with ~32.2 salinity of the Pacific-derived Arctic water in Fram Strait reported by Jones et al. [2003]. However, the salinity of the Wandel Sea upper halostad (~20-25 m depth) of ~30 is too low to be assigned to PW. Moreover, the temperature of the Wandel Sea lower halostad (~60-70 m depth) of -1.75°C is too low to be assigned to the Pacific Winter water. Thus, PW has been modified en route through the Arctic Ocean to northwest Fram Strait. The low salinity shelf water from the Siberian shelves modifies PW either across the Chukchi Sea or crossing over the Lomonosov Ridge into the Makarov Basin and eventually entering the Canada Basin [Morison et al, 2012]. The lower halostad temperature close to the freezing implies that PW has been recently ventilated from the surface during winter en route to the Wandel Sea. This also confirms the remote origin of the halostad. The southeastern Wandel Sea shelf is landfast ice covered and stratified all year around preventing ventilation of the water column locally [Dmitrenko et al., 2017; Bendisen et al., 2017].

The Pacific origin of the Wandel Sea halostad is also confirmed by the elevated values of the CDOM fluorescence (Figure 7c). CDOM in the Arctic originates predominantly from
terragenous organic matter primarily attributed to the Eurasian and American continental runoff water [Amon et al., 2003; Stedmon et al., 2011] as well as to interactions with sediments on the Arctic shelves [Guéguen et al., 2007; Stedmon et al., 2001]. The CDOM fluorescence maxima in the halostad is consistent with results from the Canada Basin where this maxima is attributed to the PW of winter origin [Guéguen et al., 2007] and the continental river runoff water [e.g., Granskog et al., 2012]. For the downstream NEW area, Amon et al. [2003]) reported the two intermediate maxima of the CDOM fluorescence: through the shelf halostad layer and continental slope at salinities of ~32.0-32.5 and ~33.0-33.5, respectively, and temperature of ~1.7°C (see also Falck, 2001). This could be a differentiation between the PW CDOM and CDOM from the Siberian Rivers. The NEW shelf maximum resembles the TS characteristics of the CDOM maximum in the Wandel Sea (Figure 8).

The CDOM over the Wandel Sea shelf shows the seasonal patterns consistent with those for temperature and salinity (Figures 7 and 8). During “summer”, the reduced CDOM maximum is associated with saltier (by ~1), denser (by ~0.5 kg m$^{-3}$) and shallower water layer (Figures 7, 8b and 8c). In context of the results by Amon et al. [2003], we speculate that the “winter” CDOM maxima in the lower halostad (Figures 8a and 8d) is likely from the PW passage over the Chukchi Sea shelf than the Siberian river runoff passage with Transpolar Drift.

What causes the seasonal-like behavior of the Pacific-derived halostad? PW in the Arctic Ocean clearly shows seasonality. There are strong seasonal variations in the thermohaline signal upstream in the Bering Strait where PW inflows to the Arctic Ocean [Woodgate et al., 2005, 2012]. Over the Chukchi and western Beaufort seas, PW shows summer and winter mode based on its formation. The summer PW with temperatures above -1.2°C and salinities between 31 and 32 [Steele et al., 2004], is usually comprised of the Chukchi Summer Water [Woodgate et al., 2005] and the Alaskan Coastal Water [Pickart et al., 2005]. Below the summer PW is a layer of winter
PW that can be as cold as -1.45°C and forms during winter sea-ice formation within the Bering and Chukchi shelves [Jones and Anderson, 1986; Weingartner et al., 1998; Pickart et al., 2005]. The advection of the Pacific winter water is also tied to seasonality of the Bering Strait inflow to the Arctic Ocean [Shroyer and Pickart, 2018]. Overall, it should come as no surprise that a seasonal modulation of the PW properties can occur downstream over the Canada Basin and Canadian Beaufort Sea. For example, the seasonal signal in the Arctic Ocean AW boundary current at depths exceeding 180-200 m maintains its identity along the Nansen Basin Siberian margin ~2500 km downstream from the source area in eastern Fram Strait [Dmitrenko et al., 2009]. For the Canada Basin using the year-long CTD record (2009-2010) from the drifting ITP, Timmermans et al. [2017] reported on the seasonal cycle through the halocline layer, which is consistent with that recorded by our mooring in the Wandel Sea. However, the cold halocline in the Canada Basin with temperatures of -1.5°C to -1.75°C was found deeper (110-230 m depth) comparing to the Wandel Sea. The PW seasonal modulation can be expressed as alternation between summer and winter PW that is, in general, consistent with alternation between summer and winter modes of the Wandel Sea halostad. It is possible, however, that the observed seasonal changes over the southeast Wandel Sea shelf are instead governed by a wind-driven seasonal shift of the PW boundary current relative to the shelfbreak, as was described for the AW boundary current along the Siberian continental slope by Dmitrenko et al. [2006].

For duration of field operations at SN in 2015-2016, the time series of the 24-h mean wind were generated using the NCEP data set (Figures 9a and 9b). Zonal and meridional 10-m wind data were derived for the Wandel Sea continental slope ~35 km from the mooring (Figures 2a, 4a, 9c and 9d). In general, the landfast ice cover eliminates the surface wind stress. However, for the landfast ice-covered areas over the Greenland coast in ~20-50 km to the landfast ice edge, the
wind-forced circulation can be induced by upwelling and downwelling developed at the vicinity of the landfast ice edge [Dmitrenko et al., 2015; Kirillov et al., 2017].

It seems that the on-shelf inflow of the halostad water is controlled by the downwelling-favourable northerly winds. The storm event driven by northerly winds up to 15 m s\(^{-1}\) occurred in the third ten-day period of April 2015 (JD112-114, Figures 9a and 9b). The short-term mooring deployed at the front of tidewater glacier terminus recorded the on-shelf inflow through the water layer down to ~50 m depth and outflow in the layer beneath, which is consistent with downwelling [Kirillov et al., 2017]. Before 30 May 2015 (JD150), the ADCP velocity data from 50 m depth (Figure 6b) show relatively weak on-shelf inflow with a mean velocity of 2.2 cm s\(^{-1}\). In contrast, during the following 6 days the on-shore transport increased more than twice up to 5.2 cm s\(^{-1}\). This enhancement is clearly attributed to the northerly wind events during JD151-156 (Figure 9b). Note, however, that since May 2015 the mean atmospheric forcing changed to the upwelling-favourable southerly winds dominated to the mid-October 2015 (Figure 9b).

For the upwelling-favourable wind forcing, the AW on-shelf inflow is expected along with outflow through the overlaying halostad and under-ice water layers. In fact, the on-shelf AW flow along the glacier trough was observed lagging the upwelling-favourable storms in JD170-190 by about one month (Figure 8b). We speculate that this delay is attributed to the landfast ice extending eastward beyond the shelfbreak suggesting that upwellings are sensitive to the sea-ice conditions over the continental slope. The Wandel Sea is the only place in the high Arctic where the landfast ice can extend over the shelfbreak and upper continental slope. The satellite imagery shows that since mid-December 2014 the landfast ice edge, controlled by northerly winds through a surface Ekman onshore transport, was gradually extending eastward (not shown) and in mid-March 2015 it was finally stabilized over the Wandel Sea upper continental slope (e.g., Figure 9c). On 13 July 2015 (JD194) the outer part of the landfast ice area was collapsed, and the landfast ice edge was
resided onshore by ~17 km beyond the shelf break (Figure 8). Five days later starting 17 July (JD198), the AW on-shelf flow was established in response to the upwelling-favourable southerly wind forcing. This is consistent with results by Carmack and Chapman [2003]. Based on numerical simulations of shelf-basin exchange, they reported on abrupt onset of the shelfbreak upwelling when the ice edge retreats beyond the shelfbreak.

From the end of October 2015 to the end of the mooring record in April 2016, the atmospheric forcing was again dominated by the downwelling-favourable northerly winds (Figure 9b). For the downwelling-favourable storms in November 2015 (JD311-322), the outflow at 50 m depth was reversed to westward direction, which is more consistent with on-shelf inflow driven by downwelling. However, later on the northeast flow was retained, while northwestward flow is expected to continue as far as the downwelling-favourable wind forcing is imposed, i.e. until the end of February 2016 (Figure 9b). We are unable to evaluate the halostad water dynamics after 26 December 2015 when the ice-tethered ADCP stopped working. However, we note that as soon as southerly winds over the Wandel Sea continental slope were reversed on ~JD300, the AW inflow along the glacier through was terminated.

To evaluate in more details the response of the water column to wind forcing, we specifically focused on four upwelling-favourable storms in September-October 2015 (#I and II), and during the end of December 2015 (#3) and mid-March 2016 (#4). Among these four storms, #III and IV were strongest, with maximal southerly winds up to 10.0 m s\(^{-1}\) (29 December 2015, JD363) and 11.2 m s\(^{-1}\) (11 March 2016, JD436), respectively – Figures 9b and 10b-f. For storms in September-October 2015, the upwelling-favourable southerly wind forced the pack ice off the landfast ice edge, and a polynya was developed over the upper continental slope (Figures 10a-d). This wind, however, was reversed, lagging southerly wind maximums by 2-4 days (Figure 9b). For storm events in December 2015 and March 2016, the landfast ice was recorded extending over
the Wandel Sea continental slope, and it was not extensively modified during storms (Figures 10e and 10f).

Events III and IV show no significant CTD and CDOM variability that can be attributed to wind forcing (Figure 7). As of our preceding discussion on the delay of upwelling onset in response to summer upwelling-favourable wind forcing, we attribute this to the landfast ice extension over the upper continental slope (Figures 10e and 10f). In contrast, events I and II show significant modifications in response to wind forcing in a similar way for both events. From the beginning, through the upper halostad layer (~15-45 m depth) the CDOM was lowered by ~8-10, and salinity increased by ~0.2. This is consistent with east-southeastward transport (Figures 6a and 6b) of the mid-shelf water less affected by the Pacific-derived Arctic water. In ~4-5 days following this modification, at the lower depths (70-90 m) water became fresher (by ~0.3), cooler (by 0.2-0.4°C) and higher in CDOM (by ~5) – Figure 7. This is consistent with deepening of the halostad in response to the downwelling-favourable northerly winds lagging behind the upwelling-favourable wind forcing by ~2-4 days.

Following Dmitrenko et al. [2017], we assume that the source of the halostad water is located over the Wandel Sea shelfbreak and upper continental slope, i.e. the area of the coastal branch of the Pacific-derived Arctic water. To confirm the source of the halostad water we use the 3-D CTD/CDOM-winds and CTD/CDOM-currents scatter analysis carried out using mooring-derived ITP and ADCP data at 50 m depth and NCEP-derived 10-m wind over the Wandel Sea continental slope – Figure 11. The scatter plots for wind (Figure 11d) and current (Figure 11h) illustrate confidence of the scatter analysis in Figures 11a-c and 11e-g for variety of winds and currents. Scatter analysis of temperature, salinity, CDOM records and wind shows that southeasterly along-slope winds are generally associated with lower temperatures, lower salinity and higher CDOM at the mooring location. This is consistent with on-shelf Ekman transport of
these anomalies from the continental slope. In contrast, the northwesterly winds are attributed to warmer, saltier and less CDOM-rich water assuming the off-shelf Ekman transport originated from the Wandel Sea mid-shelf (Figures 11a-c). The average rate of temperature, salinity and CDOM anomalies related to change in wind patterns is estimated at ±0.15°C, ±0.2 and ±2 ppb, respectively. Scatter analysis of temperature, salinity, and CDOM records versus currents clearly indicate the source of anomalies recorded by mooring (Figures 11e-g). The northeastward flow carries warmer, saltier and less CDOM water from the mid-shelf. The southeastward flow transports cooler, fresher and CDOM enriched water from the shelfbreak. The associated mean anomalies of temperature, salinity and CDOM are similar to those driven by wind (Figures 11e-g).

The general assessment of wind forcing, water dynamics, CTD areal survey data and CTD and CDOM mooring data explains the spatial and temporal variability of the halostad water layer over the southeast Wandel Sea shelf. During winter, the northerly downwelling-favourable winds force the halostad water to flow on-shelf, comprising the winter mode of the Pacific-derived halostad over the Wandel Sea outer shelf (Figures 6b, 7 and 8b). The southerly upwelling-favourable winds in July-October induce shelf outflow through the halostad water layers (Figures 6a, 6b and 9b). For the sub-surface layer, the northeast flow in August-October favours transport of a relatively warm melt water from the ice-free area to the outer shelf covered by multiyear landfast ice [Kirillov et al., 2017]. It is confirmed by mooring CTD and velocity data (Figures 6a and 7). During this time the halostad winter mode was subsidised with summer mode recorded in April-May 2015 to the southeast of our mooring (Figures 5a-5e) suggesting lateral off-shore displacement of the winter halostad in response to upwelling. The upwelling of modified AW along the glacier trough caused the inflow of warmer and saltier water, and the entire thermohaline structure of water below the sub-surface halocline has been uplifted (Figures 6c and 7). The salinification also observed over the western flank of the glacier trough seems to be attributed to
both elevating of isohalines caused by upwelling and the off-shore residing of winter halostad. The
landfast ice extending during winter over the Wandel Sea shelfbreak and upper continental slope
damps upwelling, which starts to develop as soon as the outer portion of the landfast ice is
collapsed.

4.2. Assessment of the seasonal cycle based on numerical simulations

The preceding analysis motivated us to use an experiment of a high-resolution numerical model to
assess the PW flow along the Wandel sea upper continental slope and its seasonal variability. A
passive tracer was introduced into the model at Bering Strait from the beginning of the experiment
on January 1, 2002. A snapshot of the passive tracer fields in January 2010 shows that the model
reproduces two branches of the PW flow (i) following the Beaufort Sea continental slope and (ii)
crossing the Arctic Ocean to Fram Strait (Figure 12a) in agreement with a schematic circulation
of PW in Figure 1. In the western Fram Strait and Greenland Sea, the PW tracers are distributed
southward along the Greenland shelf and continental slope with concentration of PW up to 45 m
over the Wandel Sea shelfbreak. This tracer distribution is consistent with previous modelling by
Hu and Myers [2013] and Aksenov et al. [2016]. Further integration to December 2016 revealed
accumulation of PW in the Canada Basin and corresponding decrease of the PW outflow through
western Fram Strait (Figure 11b). This corroborates results by Brugler et al. [2014] showing that
that in recent years a significant portion of PW has been advected into the interior Canada Basin.
Zhong et al. [2018] suggested that the changing pathways of PW are related to the changing
position of the Beaufort Gyre and the intensification of geostrophic currents in the southwestern
Canada Basin. The PW accumulation in the Canada Basin from 2010 to 2016 results in a decrease
of the PW tracers over the Wandel Sea upper continental slope down to ~20 m (Figure 12b). By
July 2015 over the Wandel Sea outer shelf and upper continental slope, the PW tracers integrated through the 20-85 m depth were reduced to 61 m and 47 m, respectively (Figures 12c and 12d).

The simulated seasonal cycle over the Wandel Sea outer shelf and upper continental slope was explored using the 7-year mean seasonal anomalies generated for the two positions depicted in Figure 10c. The seasonal anomalies were obtained by computing a representative year. For each year, the mean was estimated, and then the anomalies for a given date were derived along with standard deviations. Finally, they were averaged from 2010 to 2016 for the Wandel Sea continental slope (Figure 13b) and outer shelf (Figure 13c). For both the outer shelf and continental slope the PW variability is higher during winter and lower during summer. It is likely due to a more persistent summer atmospheric forcing dominated by sustainable southerly winds (Figure 13a). Over the upper continental slope the seasonality of the PW tracer’s anomalies is very limited (Figure 13b). In contrast, over the outer shelf the seasonal cycle is traceable, but not statistically confident, partly due to significant variability of the PW anomalies during winter. Note that the model does not take into account the landfast ice extension over the upper continental slope during late winter, as we discuss below. The shelf-to-slope difference in seasonal cycling suggests that the seasonal signal is generated locally rather than advected from the Canada Basin. Overall, the numerical simulations reveal that (i) PW occupies the Wandel Sea outer shelf as also evident from our mooring observations and (ii) the PW seasonal cycle is generated locally due to the seasonality of wind over the Wandel Sea continental slope (Figure 13a) and associated Ekman transport of PW. While the results of model simulations are not capable of fully reproducing the PW seasonal cycle over the outer shelf, they are entirely consistent with conclusions obtained using observational data on CTD, CDOM and currents.
5. Summary and conclusions

Over the Canada Basin, PW impacts the halocline structure, producing a double halocline with a “cold Halostad” formed by the volumetric injection of the Pacific winter water. The ITP data from the Wandel Sea shelf revealed that the sub-surface (~15-85 m depth) low stratified cold halostad with salinities of 30-31.5, temperatures down to -1.7°C and high CDOM values resembles the “cold Halostad” in the Canada Basin. Our results suggest that the Wandel Sea halostad is maintained by the on-shelf inflow of PW modified en route to Fram Strait and advected along the Wandel Sea shelfbreak and upper continental slope by the coastal branch of the PW outflow from the Arctic Ocean.

Wind forcing over the northeast Greenland shows a northerly component during winter favouring Ekman transport of the Pacific-derived Arctic water to the Wandel Sea outer shelf (Figure 14a). As a result, a higher fraction of the Pacific-derived water significantly modifies the outer shelf water column; the halostad is cooled, freshened and CDOM enriched, and its lower boundary is deepened (Figures 14a and 14c). The northerly winds also favours the sea-ice Ekman transport conditioning the landfast ice extension over the Wandel Sea shelfbreak and upper continental slope (Figure 14a).

The prevailing southerly summer winds favour upwelling that results in retreat of the Pacific-derived water off the shelf, but also forces the Atlantic water on-shelf inflow (Figure 14b). The halostad lower boundary is shallowed, and halostad becomes saltier, warmer, and CDOM is reduced, indicating the lower fraction of the Pacific-derived water on the shelf (Figures 14b and 14d). During winter the landfast ice extends over the upper continental slope and disrupts the wind-driven seasonal patterns. The position of the landfast ice edge relative to the shelf slope break illustrates the important role which landfast ice can play in coastal upwelling, consistent with
modelling of *Carmack and Chapman* [2003], and observations at other landfast ice edge locations [e.g., *Tremblay et al.* 2011]). Once the landfast ice has collapsed, the upwelling favours the AW on-shelf inflow accompanied by the PW outflow as indicated in Figure 14b.

The seasonal patterns of the Pacific-derived water over the Wandel Sea shelf are in agreement with results of the CTD survey and numerical simulations. Simulations of the PW tracers suggest a role of the local wind forcing for the PW on-shelf inflow during winter, but the results on simulated seasonality are not statistically significant. It seems that the deficiencies of the model simulations are conditioned by an incomplete definition of the landfast ice pointing out a necessity for more realistic sea-ice parametrisation and higher spatial resolution over the Wandel Sea continental slope area. Seasonality of the wind is the hypothesized cause of the halostad variability, but probably does not provide a complete explanation. Several other mechanisms, including dynamical instabilities and seasonal features of the East Greenland Current [e.g., *Bacon et al.*, 2002] may contribute to the lateral displacement of the PW flow relative to the Wandel Sea shelfbreak and upper continental slope. Future research in this hard to access region will help clarify our findings.
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### Figure captions

**Figure 1:** Schematic circulation of the Pacific Water (PW, red arrows) in the Arctic Ocean and adjoining Greenland Sea following *Jones* [2001] and *Woodgate* [2013]. The pink arrow indicates the East Greenland Current. The red dot depicts the position of Station Nord in northeast Greenland.

**Figure 2:** (a) Station Nord (SN) on the Greenland map. The pink shading highlights the Wandel Sea region with the adjoining fjord system and Northeast Water Polynya (NEW) area enlarged in (b). (b) The MODIS/TERRA satellite image from 22 August 2014 taken over the SN/NEW area. Red circled cross indicates the mooring. Red cross depicts SN. The dashed blue rectangle indicates...
the 2015 study area shown in Figure 3. Gray arrows schematically depict the coastal branch of the
Pacific-derived Arctic water flow suggested by Dmitrenko et al. [2017].

**Figure 3:** (a) The Sentinel-1 C-band SAR image from 2 February 2015 with the CTD stations and
mooring overlaid. Colored circles identify CTD stations used for this research with CTDs showing
winter (blue), summer (red) and transitional (green) modes of the Pacific-derived halostad as
depicted with similar colors in Figure 5. Depth shown by white contour lines. Blue arrows indicate
the northern outlet glaciers of the Flade Isblink ice cap. The lighter areas indicate the multi-year
landfast ice (~2 m to > 4 m thick). (b) Aerial photo taken from the aircraft before landing at Station
Nord on May 2017 shows icebergs grounded on the marginal lateral moraine flanking the
southwestern rim of the glacier trough; credits: I. Dmitrenko.

**Figure 4:** The Sentinel-1 C-band SAR images from (a) 19 August 2015 and (b) 4 April 2016 with
the CTD stations and mooring overlaid. Colored circles identify CTD stations used for this
research with CTDs showing winter (blue), summer (red) and glacier (purple) modes of the
Pacific-derived halostad as depicted with similar colors in Figure 5. (a) The dark areas indicate the
open water. (c) Aerial photo taken over the tidewater glacier outlet in May 2017; purple arrow
highlights the glacier bay where CTDs occupied in April 2016 (credits: I. Dmitrenko). The spatial
scale at left bottom is approximate.

**Figure 5:** Vertical distribution of (a, d and f) temperature (°C) and (b, c, e and g) salinity over the
southeastern Wandel Sea shelf (>60 m depth) in (a,b,c) April-May 2015, (d,e) 20-21 August 2015
and (f,g) 4-8 April 2016 through the upper 100-m layer. Red, blue, green and purple lines indicate
the summer, winter, transitional and glacier modes, respectively. Dashed lines show moored ITP
profiles. Dotted lines in a and b are from station #65 (see Figure 3). Gray dashed lines in d-g are
the ITP profiles taken in 15 May 2015 as in a-c. Blue and pink shading highlights the Pacific-derived halostad and Atlantic-derived halocline, respectively.

**Figure 6:** Progressive vector diagram for the ADCP 2-m binned current record at (a) 8 m, (b) 50 m and (c) 160 m depth. Blue and green lines highlight on-shelf inflow (b) across the shelfbreak and (c) along the submarine glacier valley, respectively. (a, b) Red line highlights shelf outflow. Purple lines indicate storm events also depicted in Figures 7 and 9. Dashed line indicates no reliable data. Numbers show the Julian days.

**Figure 7:** (a) Schematic depictions show the on-shelf inflow (blue and green shading and arrows) and outflow (pink shading and red arrows) events based on ADCP data for (top) 8 m, (middle) 50 m and (bottom) 160 m depth. (b) Temperature (°C), (c) salinity, and (d) CDOM fluorescence (ex/em 370/460 nm, ppb) from the Ice Tethered Profiler (ITP) deployed over the southeastern Wandel Sea shelf from 15 May 2015 to 6 April 2016. Red-dashed rectangular indicates storm events associated with southerly and southwesterly winds over the Wandel Sea continental slope with their reference numbers from I to IV at the bottom. Color shading at the bottom highlights different periods of CTD and CDOM variability.

**Figure 8:** In situ TS scatterplots of the temperature, salinity and CDOM time series from the mooring during (a) stable, (b) transitional, (c) relaxation, and (d) stable periods. CDOM fluorescence (ppb) is shown in color. The gray dashed lines are potential isopycnals in kg m^{-3}. The dashed blue line is surface freezing temperature. Black-dotted lines indicate the bounds defining the different water masses in the western Beaufort Sea following von Appen and Pickart [2012]: the 33 line separates the Pacific (31 < S < 33) from the Atlantic (S > 33) water, and the -1°C line separates the Pacific summer and winter water. Red line shows in situ mean TS diagram for the cross-slope eastern Beaufort Sea section adopted from Dmitrenko et al. [2016].
**Figure 9:** Time series of the NCEP-derived 24-h mean 10-m (a) zonal and (b) meridional wind (m s$^{-1}$) over the Wandel Sea continental slope at 82°N, 15°W (position depicted by white circles in c-d) from April 2015 to April 2016. Purple line shows the 30-day running mean. Blue and green shading and arrows highlight the on-shelf inflow at 50 m and 160 m depth, respectively. Pink shading and red arrows highlight shelf outflow at 50 m depth. Red-dashed rectangular indicates storm events associated with southerly and southwesterly winds over the Wandel Sea continental slope with their reference numbers at the top. Color shading at the bottom highlights different periods of CTD and CDOM variability as of Figure 7. Red arrow at the bottom identifies the day when the landfast ice was collapsed over the Wandel Sea continental slope. The MODIS/TERRA satellite images show the evolution of the landfast ice from (c) 30 June to (d) 30 July 2015. Red circle and cross depict mooring and SN, respectively.

**Figure 10:** The Sentinel-1 C-band SAR images taken over the Wandel Sea and NEW at the beginning of storm events # (a) I and (c) II and 24-h following the meridional wind maxima over the Wandel Sea continental slope for storm events # (b) I, (d) II, (e) III and (f) IV. Red arrows indicate the 24-h mean direction and velocity of maximal wind according to scale shown in f. Red circle and cross depict mooring and SN, respectively. (c) Blue crosses indicate positions over the Wandel Sea outer shelf and continental slope where the time series of the PW tracers shown in Figures 12c and 12d, respectively.

**Figure 11:** Color shading shows daily mean (a, e) temperature (°C), (b, f) salinity and (c, g) CDOM (ppb) anomalies at 50 m depth from the moored ITP versus NCEP daily mean 10-m wind over the Wandel Sea continental slope (top) and daily mean currents at 50 m depth (bottom) from 15 May to 26 December 2015. Scatter plots show daily mean (d) winds and (h) currents used for computing a-c and e-g, respectively. Black dashed line depicts the along-slope direction derived from the International Bathymetric Chart of the Arctic Ocean (IBCAO).
**Figure 12:** Simulated PW tracers concentration (m) for (a) 1-5 January 2010 and (b) 27-31 December 2016 and time series of the PW tracers integrated through the 20-85 m depth layer over the Wandel Sea (c) continental slope at 82°20'N, 17°40'W and (d) outer shelf at 82°10'N, 18°40'W, as depicted in Figure 8c. (c, d) Pink shading highlights period of mooring record.

**Figure 13:** (a) NCEP-derived 7-year mean (2010-2016) 10-m meridional wind (pink, m s⁻¹) over the Wandel Sea continental slope with its standard deviation on the top (blue). Blue and red thick lines show the 30-day running mean. The 7-year mean (2010-2016) anomalies of the simulated PW tracers concentration anomalies (m) integrated through the 20-85 m depth layer over the Wandel Sea (b) continental slope and (c) outer shelf. Gray shading highlights ± one standard deviation. Pink shading highlights period dominated by southerly winds. Red and blue dashed lines show mean for periods dominated by southerly and northerly winds, respectively.

**Figure 14:** Schematic depictions suggest lateral displacement of the Pacific-derived halostad in response to (a) ‘winter’ (November-April) northerly and (b) ‘summer’ (May-October) southerly wind forcing over the Wandel Sea continental slope with corresponding ITP CTD and CDOM vertical profiles shown in (c) and (d), respectively. (d) Dotted lines show summer profiles for comparison. Winter (cooler, fresher and CDOM enriched) and summer (warmer, saltier and less CDOM) modes of Pacific-derived halostad are identified as (a, c) wPW and (b, d) sPW, respectively.
Figure 1: Schematic circulation of the Pacific Water (PW, red arrows) in the Arctic Ocean and adjoining Greenland Sea following Jones [2001] and Woodgate [2013]. The pink arrow indicates the East Greenland Current. The red dot depicts the position of Station Nord in northeast Greenland.
Figure 2: (a) Station Nord (SN) on the Greenland map. The pink shading highlights the Wandel Sea region with the adjoining fjord system and Northeast Water Polynya (NEW) area enlarged in (b). (b) The MODIS/TERRA satellite image from 22 August 2014 taken over the SN/NEW area. Red circled cross indicates the mooring. Red cross depicts SN. The dashed blue rectangle indicates the 2015 study area shown in Figure 3. Gray arrows schematically depict the coastal branch of the Pacific-derived Arctic water flow suggested by Dmitrenko et al. [2017].
Figure 3: (a) The Sentinel-1 C-band SAR image from 2 February 2015 with the CTD stations and mooring overlaid. Colored circles identify CTD stations used for this research with CTDs showing winter (blue), summer (red) and transitional (green) modes of the Pacific-derived halostad as depicted with similar colors in Figure 5. Depth shown by white contour lines. Blue arrows indicate the northern outlet glaciers of the Flade Isblink ice cap. The lighter areas indicate the multi-year landfast ice (~2 m to > 4 m thick). (b) Aerial photo taken from the aircraft before landing at Station Nord on May 2017 shows icebergs grounded on the marginal lateral moraine flanking the southwestern rim of the glacier trough (credits: I. Dmitrenko).
Figure 4: The Sentinel-1 C-band SAR images from (a) 19 August 2015 and (b) 4 April 2016 with the CTD stations and mooring overlaid. Colored circles identify CTD stations used for this research with CTDs showing winter (blue), summer (red) and glacier (purple) modes of the Pacific-derived halostad as depicted with similar colors in Figure 5. (a) The dark areas indicate the open water. (c) Aerial photo taken over the tidewater glacier outlet in May 2017; purple arrow highlights the glacier bay where CTDs occupied in April 2016 (credits: I. Dmitrenko). The spatial scale at left bottom is approximate.
Figure 5: Vertical distribution of (a, d and f) temperature (°C) and (b, c, e and g) salinity over the southeastern Wandel Sea shelf (>60 m depth) in (a, b, c) April-May 2015, (d, e) 20-21 August 2015 and (f, g) 4-8 April 2016 through the upper 100-m layer. Red, blue, green and purple lines indicate the summer, winter, transitional and glacier modes, respectively. Dashed lines show moored ITP profiles. Dotted lines in a and b are from station #65 (see Figure 3). Gray dashed lines in d-g are the ITP profiles taken in 15 May 2015 as in a-c. Blue and pink shading highlights the Pacific-derived halostad and Atlantic-derived halocline, respectively.
Figure 6: Progressive vector diagram for the ADCP 2-m binned current record at (a) 8 m, (b) 50 m and (c) 160 m depth. Blue and green lines highlight on-shelf inflow (b) across the shelfbreak and (c) along the submarine glacier valley, respectively. (a, b) Red line highlights shelf outflow. Purple lines indicate storm events also depicted in Figures 7 and 9. Dashed line indicates no reliable data. Numbers show the Julian days.
Figure 7: (a) Schematic depictions show the on-shelf inflow (blue and green shading and arrows) and outflow (pink shading and red arrows) events based on ADCP data for (top) 8 m, (middle) 50 m and (bottom) 160 m depth. (b) Temperature (°C), (c) salinity, and (d) CDOM fluorescence (ex/em 370/460 nm, ppb) from the Ice Tethered Profiler (ITP) deployed over the southeastern Wandel Sea shelf from 15 May 2015 to 6 April 2016. Red-dashed rectangular indicates storm events associated with southerly and southwesterly winds over the Wandel Sea continental slope with their reference numbers from I to IV at the bottom. Color shading at the bottom highlights different periods of CTD and CDOM variability.
Figure 8: In situ TS scatterplots of the temperature, salinity and CDOM time series from the mooring during (a) stable, (b) transitional, (c) relaxation, and (d) stable periods. CDOM fluorescence (ppb) is shown in color. The gray dashed lines are potential isopycnals in kg m$^{-3}$. The dashed blue line is surface freezing temperature. Black-dotted lines indicate the bounds defining the different water masses in the western Beaufort Sea following von Appen and Pickart [2012]: the 33 line separates the Pacific (31 < S < 33) from the Atlantic (S > 33) water, and the -1°C line separates the Pacific summer and winter water. Red line shows in situ mean TS diagram for the cross-slope eastern Beaufort Sea section adopted from Dmitrenko et al. [2016].
Figure 9: Time series of the NCEP-derived 24-h mean 10-m (a) zonal and (b) meridional wind (m s\(^{-1}\)) over the Wandel Sea continental slope at 82°N, 15°W (position depicted by white circles in c-d) from April 2015 to April 2016. Purple line shows the 30-day running mean. Blue and green shading and arrows highlight the on-shelf inflow at 50 m and 160 m depth, respectively. Pink shading and red arrows highlight shelf outflow at 50 m depth. Red-dashed rectangular indicates storm events associated with southerly and southwesterly winds over the Wandel Sea continental slope with their reference numbers at the top. Color shading at the bottom highlights different periods of CTD and CDOM variability as of Figure 7. Red arrow at the bottom identifies the day when the landfast ice was collapsed over the Wandel Sea continental slope. The MODIS/TERRA satellite images show the evolution of the landfast ice from (c) 30 June to (d) 30 July 2015. Red circle and cross depict mooring and SN, respectively.
Figure 10: The Sentinel-1 C-band SAR images taken over the Wandel Sea and NEW at the beginning of storm events (a) I and (c) II and 24-h following the meridional wind maxima over the Wandel Sea continental slope for storm events (b) I, (d) II, (e) III and (f) IV. Red arrows indicate the 24-h mean direction and velocity of maximal wind according to scale shown in f. Red circle and cross depict mooring and SN, respectively. (c) Blue crosses indicate positions over the Wandel Sea outer shelf and continental slope where the time series of the PW tracers shown in Figures 12c and 12d, respectively.
Figure 11: Color shading shows daily mean (a, e) temperature (°C), (b, f) salinity and (c, g) CDOM (ppb) anomalies at 50 m depth from the moored ITP versus NCEP daily mean 10-m wind over the Wandel Sea continental slope (top) and daily mean currents at 50 m depth (bottom) from 15 May to 26 December 2015. Scatter plots show daily mean (d) winds and (h) currents used for computing a-c and e-g, respectively. Black dashed line depicts the along-slope direction derived from the International Bathymetric Chart of the Arctic Ocean (IBCAO).
Figure 12: Simulated PW tracers concentration (m) for (a) 1-5 January 2010 and (b) 27-31 December 2016 and time series of the PW tracers integrated through the 20-85 m depth layer over the Wandel Sea (c) continental slope at 82°20'N, 17°40'W and (d) outer shelf at 82°10'N, 18°40'W, as depicted in Figure 8c. (c, d) Pink shading highlights period of mooring record.
**Figure 13:** (a) NCEP-derived 7-year mean (2010-2016) 10-m meridional wind (pink, m s\(^{-1}\)) over the Wandel Sea continental slope with its standard deviation on the top (blue). Blue and red thick lines show the 30-day running mean. The 7-year mean (2010-2016) anomalies of the simulated PW tracers concentration anomalies (m) integrated through the 20-85 m depth layer over the Wandel Sea (b) continental slope and (c) outer shelf. Gray shading highlights ± one standard deviation. Pink shading highlights period dominated by southerly winds. Red and blue dashed lines show mean for periods dominated by southerly and northerly winds, respectively.
Figure 14: Schematic depictions suggest lateral displacement of the Pacific-derived halostad in response to (a) ‘winter’ (November-April) northerly and (b) ‘summer’ (July-October) southerly wind forcing over the Wandel Sea continental slope with corresponding ITP CTD and CDOM vertical profiles shown in (c) and (d), respectively. (d) Dotted lines show summer profiles for comparison. Winter (cooler, fresher and CDOM enriched) and summer (warmer, saltier and less CDOM) modes of Pacific-derived halostad are identified as (a, c) wPW and (b, d) sPW, respectively.